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ABSTRACT. Memories are the internal mental records that we maintain .Human
mind is a very complex organ.. Processing depends on how we memorize
information, events and how we recall things and use them efficiently in situations
when required. It can be related that for Storage in mind we use different data
structures for storing variety of information. We remember the names of known
persons, and the people we met more frequently.The Topics in book, Months of the
year, our CNIC Number, the way we learn words of a new language etc. Recently
invented data structures e.g skiplist [1] show much similarity of how the brain store
the information. So we can say Careful study of how the cognitive storage works
could lead to the discovery of the new data structures In this paper we have
attempted to relate the existing data structures with how we store information in
mind.
Keywords: Cognitive Model of Storage ; Reverse mapping of Mind to
DataStructure.
1. Introduction. Human Mind store variety of information in different ways and update its storage scheme
by the passage of time. We have mapped models of storing different type of data in our brain which are
similar to the classical data structures available. Human mind is evolved in a way to use variety of models to
store information; there are people with extraordinary sense of storing information which is most of the time
is the use of intelligent and unique storage scheme. Careful observation of how information is stored in our
brain can lead to the discovery of new data structures or variants of existing data structure.
2. Mapping of DataStructure with Mental Storage Model. Different parts of the brain use different storage
parameters. For instance, the hippocampus is like a hash table, storing each memory relatively cleanly and in
isolation, but can only be accessed with exactly the cue.
In contrast, the cortex stores memories in a much more content-addressable, overlapping way that's invariant
to many small differences (e.g. we can recognize a face whether it's rotated, sunny, tanned, close up,
obscured).
It is likely that mental information is stored not in single cells but in populations of cells and patterns of
their activity. However, it is currently not clear how to know which neurons belong to a particular group;
worse still, current technologies (like sticking fine electrodes directly into the brain) are not well suited to
measuring several thousand neurons at once. Nor is it simple to monitor the connections of even one neuron:
A typical neuron in the cortex receives input from some 10,000 other neurons.[2]
When you learn a new fact, like someone’s name, there are physical changes in the structure of your
brain. But we don’t yet comprehend exactly what those changes are, how they are orchestrated across vast
seas of synapses and neurons, how they embody knowledge, or how they are read out decades later for
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retrieval.
Array Data Structure. Array is a consecutive memory allocation , which requires information to be
consecutively stored physically which requires the availability of large chunk of available space .
The average Brain Size of people of all ages is almost the same however the Learning rate of a new language
for children is very fast. Due to lot of freely available memory available. This mapping shows that especially
in early age the storage structure in mind is very much behave like an array.
List Data Structure. Much like the limitation of Array data structure i:e the difficulty of finding the
consecutive space, it is also difficult for humans to store large amount of information especially by the
passage of time when storage in mind is increased. Human mind solves this issue by making the manageable
chunks of information.
e.g How we speak Sentences are separated by words with a significant pause so that one can easily store this
information in brain either in consecutive or  in the List Format
e.g the way we write a sentence is much like a linked list where words in a sentence are separated by space.
Fore Example of how we store a Phone Number  in written and
We give Spaces in write
0900 786 01
The mamous result is that the capacity of the working memory is roughly 7 ± 2 things
Hard:  M W B C R A L O A B I M B F I
Easier : MWB CRA LOA BIM BFI
Easiest :   BMW RCA AOL IBM FBI
Singly Linked List. In a Singly Linked List , although all the nodes are the part of the list but the head
pointer is only pointing to the first element of the list in order to get to the information which resides in the
middle of the Singly Linked List we have to traverse from the head node .
Similarly When we speak a sentence we can recall it in a same order, we can relate that a sentence is stored in
mind in the form of  Singly Linked List  because if given any Word we cannot move back to the previous
word. This case is specially true when we store information with conscious attentive mind .
Stack. Stack is a data Structure worked in the Last In First Out Scheme. We can only pop out the last
information and then only serially moves in reverse.
It is generally observed that the Information that we experience recently are more easy to recall. Whenever we
go in retrospect we have to move in a strict reverse manner.e.g when we remember the path we usually store
information in a stack order.
UnRolled Linked List. An unrolled linked list is a variation on the linked list which stores multiple elements
in each node. It can dramatically increase cache performance[3].
This is more related to our human storage and retrieval model of information that we do a smooth transition
from first sentence to the next sentence because in the processing of speaking the first sentence we prefetch
the entire chunck of information instead of retrieving a unit of information like Linked List. This is especially
true when information is stored/remembered with repetition e.g a poem.
Fig(a) : Unrolled linked list [4]
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Hash Table. HashTable is a data structure which works on the principle of key value pair , a key is passed to
the Hash function and it gives a value which is paired with it. It is a very fast way of storage and retrieval of
data because of its associative nature.
Similarly in Mind Storage Model. Children are taught by associating concepts with a picture ,
Hashing technique used in early learning and where meanings are not associated.
e.g  Apple image with word Apple.We extract the pattern and features from the object and then Associate
the string or value with it .What a person does is that to collect different parameters of an object like shape,
color , size etc. and pass it to its Hash Function and do its own association.
3. Conclusion & Future Work.We have seen several examples of how the mapping of datastructures with
our cognitive model . This is because we have modeled the system and defined the properties based on the
requirements of like a real system.Human Mind is evolved by time an has intelligent learning models for
storage which still has yet to explored and mapped.
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